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Abstract: This work investigates mixing phenomena in a pressurized pipe system with two sequential
Tee junctions and experiments are conducted for a range of different inlet flow ratios, varying distances
between Tee junctions and two pipe branching configurations. Additionally, obtained experimental
results are compared with results from previous studies by different authors and are used to validate
the numerical model using the open source computational fluid dynamics toolbox OpenFOAM.
Two different numerical approaches are used—Passive scalar model and Multiphase model. It is
found that both numerical models produce similar results and that they are both greatly dependent on
the turbulent Schmidt number. After the calibration procedure, both models provided good results for
all investigated flow ratios, double-Tee junction distances, and pipe branching configurations, therefore
both numerical models can be applied for a wide range of pipe networks configurations, but passive
scalar model is the viable choice due to its much higher computational efficiency. Obtained results also
describe the relationship between the double-Tee distances and complete mixing occurrence.

Keywords: mixing phenomena; complete mixing; bulk mixing; double-Tee junctions; multiphase model;
passive scalar model; Schmidt number

1. Introduction

Water distribution networks are complex systems that are of great concern due to the possibility
of accidental or deliberate water contamination that can affect a great number of network users.
To predict and prevent such scenarios, a number of water-quality models were developed that help
in modeling of such complex systems. Most widely used simulation software is EPANET developed by
the Environmental Protection Agency [1] which provides quick results of hydraulic and water-quality
analysis of complex networks. EPANET can be used in investigation of algorithms and methods for
optimal sensor placement [2,3], contaminant source detection [4–6] or contaminant characterization [7].

Mass transport at junctions is a complex phenomenon due to secondary currents or flow instabilities
that can greatly enhance turbulence and thus mixing. Due to this, a proper mixing model must be known
to correctly predict contamination spreading in a pipe network. EPANET assumes complete mixing
at every junction, which makes the concentration in the fluid at the outlet pipes the same and its value is
defined by the inlet pipe flow-weighted concentrations. While complete mixing model is formulated in
accordance with the law of conservation of mass, it can be considered correct only if there is a single outlet
at a junction as it does not accurately describe the physical process of mixing. The greatest deviation from
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complete mixing occurs when the Reynolds numbers are the same for all the inlet and outlet pipes [8]. A
water-quality model in EPANET was improved with experimental and three-dimensional computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) approach for cross junctions with different inlet and outlet flow scenarios [9].
In turbulent mixing at a cross junction, there is a considerable difference from complete mixing [10]. A bulk
advective mixing model (BAM) which describes bulk mixing was developed, instabilities and diffusion
of fluid interfaces are ignored and bulk mixing is defined as a lower limit of mixing while complete
mixing model represented the upper boundary of mixing behavior [11]. Bulk mixing model greatly
depends on the flow momentum in each inlet pipe as it is calculated and used to determine how the inlet
concentrations will split into the outlet pipes i.e., the pipe flow with higher momentum will be dominant
in spreading the concentration in the outlet pipe with the same direction, while the pipe with the lower
momentum flow will only spread to its neighboring outlet pipe. In addition, an experimental cross junction
mixing model was derived and implemented into EPANET as an extension called EPANET-BAM [12].
In the EPANET-BAM model, a mixing parameter s between 0 (bulk mixing) and 1 (complete mixing) can
be chosen but this empirical parameter needs to be predetermined by the user.

The double-Tee junction mixing behavior is analyzed by varying distances between the Tee junctions,
varying inflow and outflow values, and pipe configurations [13]. A major factor for achieving complete
mixing is the distance between two sequential Tee junctions [14]. Also, when pipe diameters are uneven in
a double-Tee junction configuration, mixing behavior is changed, larger differences yield more complete
mixing [15]. Mixing behavior is also affected by the orientation of two sequential Tee junctions i.e.,
the outlet branch is positioned on the same or the opposite side of the inlet branch [16].

Besides experiments, 3D CFD simulations provide a good characterization of mixing in pipe junctions,
but due to a great amount of time and computational resources needed for real scale water distribution
networks simulations, simpler models are being used and implemented. Assumption of complete or bulk
mixing used in these simpler models when implemented in simulation programs causes inaccuracies in
simulations and therefore scientific investigations are still being conducted to define corrections of mixing
parameters for specific conditions.

In this work, an experimental analysis of two different configurations of double-Tee junctions is
considered, where influence on complete mixing due to change of inlet flow discharge ratio and distance
between junctions is investigated. Along with the experimental analysis, a CFD analysis is also performed
using two different approaches in OpenFOAM [17] with validation by experimental results and to further
assess which numerical approach could be used to efficiently study the mixing behavior in pipes. It is
mostly considered that distance between two junctions when complete mixing occurs should be around 7.5
and 10 pipe diameters respectively [13,14]. This assumption is also numerically investigated in this paper,
increasing the distance between the junctions until complete mixing is reached.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Setup

The experiment was set up in the Fluid Mechanics Laboratory of the Faculty of Engineering, University
of Rijeka. The experimental setup consists of two inlet and two outlet pipes connected with two Tee
junctions. The pipe network is constructed of PVC pipes with an internal diameter of 18 mm and Tee
junctions of the same internal diameter. One inlet pipe is connected with the distilled water tank while
the other is connected with the tap water tank which represents tracer. Both inlet pipes merge on the first
Tee junction and both are straight pipes of the length 20 times the internal diameter (20D) which is
considered long enough to provide stable flow. Outlet pipes connected on the second Tee junction are
the length 40 times the internal diameter (40D).
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Two different pipe configurations are considered and both can be seen in Figure 1. For both
configurations, the main straight pipeline is the inlet of tap water and the mixture outlet. For the first pipe
configuration, the branch that serves as the inlet of distilled water and the mixture branch are positioned on
the opposite sides of the main pipeline, this configuration will be referred to as configuration S (Figure 1a).
In the second configuration, both inlet and outlet branches are placed on the same side of the main pipeline
and this configuration will be referred to as configuration U (Figure 1b).

1 (T)

2 (D)

3 (M)

4 (M)

a

1 (T)

2 (D)

3 (M)

4 (M)

b

Figure 1. Two different experimental configurations with variable distance between two Tee junctions
where inlet pipes are labeled as 1 and 2 and outlet pipes as 3 and 4. D represents distilled water, T represents
tap water and M represents mixture: (a) Distilled water inlet and mixture outlet branch on opposite sides
(configuration S). (b) Distilled water inlet and mixture outlet branch on the same side (configuration U).

Investigated distances between Tee junctions are 5.6D, 10D, 15D, 20D, 25D, 30D, 70D, 120D, 130D
and 150D for both configurations. The distance between Tee junctions refers to the centerline distance of
pipe 2 and pipe 4. The 5.6D distance is the smallest one that could be physically constructed due to tees
design. Investigated inlet flows range from 0.08 l/s to 0.43 l/s (Reynolds numbers range from 6000 to
30,000 in inlet pipes) and are regulated with valves to obtain different inlet volume flow ratios. Flow ratios
considered for distances 5.6D, 10D and 15D at inlet branches are 3:1, 2:1, 1:1, 1:2 and 3:1 while for all other
distances the ratio is 1:1. Flow at the outlet is regulated to be the same in both pipes for all experimental
runs. A complete overview of the experiment can be seen in Table 1 and a schematic of the experiment can
be seen in Figure 2.
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Table 1. Experimental setup data overview for S and U configuration.

Parameter Value Unit

Internal pipe diameter (D) 18 (mm)
Inlet pipes length 20D (-)

Outlet pipes length 40D (-)
Tee distances 5.6D, 10D, 15D, 20D, 25D, 30D, 70D, 120D, 130D, 150D (-)

Inlet flow range 0.08–0.43 (l/s)
Reynolds number range 6000–30,000 (-)

Inlet flow ratios (5.6D, 10D, 15D) 3:1, 2:1, 1:1, 1:2, 3:1 (-)
Inlet flow ratios (20D, 25D, 30D, 70D, 120D, 130D, 150D) 1:1 (-)

Note: (-) - dimensionless

Figure 2. Complete experimental setup schematic with the S configuration.

2.2. Measurement Procedure and Apparatus

Distilled water used in the experiment is produced in the faculty laboratory from the tap water
acquired from the water supply network. To account for the possible changes in water quality in the water
supply network, the conductivity of both distilled and tap water is measured before every experimental
run. Samples of mixture for conductivity measurement are taken at both outlet pipes after the distance of
40D. The temperature of both tap and distilled water is kept the same before every run to ensure that no
additional effects would enhance the mixing behavior due to thermal diffusivity. Every measurement is
repeated twice to make sure the results were consistent.

Since both distilled and tap water have a different initial electrical conductivity, the amount of mixing
is determined by measuring the electrical conductivity of the mixture (µS/cm) using an analog conductivity
measuring cell (TetraCon 325 manufactured by WTW/Xylem Inc., Weilheim, Germany) and conductivity
monitor (WTW LF 296 manufactured by WTW/Xylem Inc., Weilheim, Germany). The flow at both inlet
and outlet pipes is measured with a turbine flowmeter (OMEGA FTB691A and FTB695A manufactured by
OMEGA Engineering, Inc., Norwalk, CT, USA).

2.3. Numerical Modeling

Two different numerical approaches (passive scalar and multiphase) in a double-Tee pipe junctions
mixing modeling are performed using OpenFOAM to further investigate the CFD as a viable tool in
mixing phenomena modeling for internal fluid flow. Both numerical models are implemented along with
the steady-state (passive scalar) or transient (multiphase) isothermal 3D Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes
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(RANS) continuity and momentum equations with the K-epsilon (k-ε) turbulence model. For both models,
a second-order upwind scheme is used for divergence terms, while for the gradient terms the central
difference scheme is used. Computational mesh used for both models is unstructured and hexa-dominant.
In the course of numerical mesh sensitivity analysis a range of mesh sizes from 70,000 to 2 million elements
is tested depending on the geometry size for each case. Detailed mesh independence test diagrams for
each case (configuration S) are given in the supplementary material (Figure S1). Therefore, the adequate
mesh size was found for each case and adopted following the concentration convergence values criterion
of 10−5.

Both models depend on the turbulent diffusion parameter Dt which is defined as:

Dt = Dmol + Sct
−1νt (1)

where Dmol refers to molecular diffusivity which is defined as 1.7 × 10−9 m2/s [18], Sct is the turbulent
Schmidt number and νt is the kinematic turbulent viscosity calculated from the turbulent kinetic energy k
and turbulent dissipation ε [19]:

νt = Cµ
k2

ε
(2)

where Cµ is the default k-ε model constant equal to 0.09.
It has been shown that the values of the turbulent Schmidt number are problem specific [20]

and greatly dependent on the local flow conditions. Even for a specific problem there is a range of
feasible values of Sct when using RANS turbulent models [21,22]. For RANS turbulence models values of
Sct for double-Tee junction with 2.5D distance have been reported in range between 0.001 and 0.01 and for
5D between 0.01 and 0.1 [23] while for a cross junction configuration, a Sct number of 0.135 yielded the best
agreement with experimental results [9], showing uncertainty in turbulent Schmidt number determination
as given by different authors. It was reported that the Schmidt number is significantly different for RANS
and LES turbulence models and that for LES models its value is 0.7 [24]. In this study, the Schmidt number
is taken 0.5 for both passive scalar and multiphase models as it produced the best agreement between CFD
model and experiment for all distances and all flow ratios on both U and S configurations.

2.3.1. Passive Scalar Model

In this approach an additional 3D advection-diffusion equation is solved with the isothermal
steady-state RANS/k-ε model. It has been shown in previous studies [9,13,23] that this approach gives
relatively good agreement with the experimental results. The model is defined as:

∇ · (vc) = ∇ · (Dt∇c) (3)

where c is a dimensionless scalar defined as 0 for distilled water and 1 for tap water as it represents
the tracer, Dt refers to turbulent diffusivity defined in Equation (1) and v is the advection velocity vector.
Physically, Equation (3) can be interpreted as an additional transport of a scalar quantity c by the fluid
flow. Since this approach models steady flow, it is less computationally expensive than the multiphase
model (Section 2.3.2). In this study, the additional Equation (3) is implemented into the steady-state
OpenFOAM solver SimpleFoam. Boundary conditions for velocity v are Dirichlet boundary conditions
(DBC) and the values at the inlet and outlet of pipes is defined to be the same as the experimental values.
The no-slip boundary condition is used at the pipe walls. The Neumann boundary condition (NBC) is
assigned for pressure p at the inlet of both pipes and at the pipe wall while at the outlets it is defined as zero
to obtain a positive gradient. The dimensionless scalar c is defined as 1 at the inlet of pipe 1 (Figure 1)
and 0 at the inlet of pipe 2, while the NBC is set at the outlets and pipe wall. Turbulence model variables k
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and ε are estimated [19] and assigned at the inlets and NBC set at the outlet. Turbulence wall functions
are defined at the pipe walls. Boundary condition types for all variables being solved are summarized in
Table 2.

Table 2. Boundary conditions summary for the passive scalar model (n represents the normal vector)
and τwall refers to the wall shear stress.

Variable Inlets Outlets Pipe Walls

v v v v
p ∂p/∂n = 0 p ∂p/∂n = 0
c c ∂c/∂n = 0 ∂c/∂n = 0
k k ∂k/∂n = 0 f (τwall)
ε ε ∂ε/∂n = 0 f (τwall)

2.3.2. Multiphase Model

The multiphase model approach is fundamentally transient and it is coupled with the transient
RANS/k-ε model. This approach models the mixing of two miscible fluids and it can be considered
to be an extension of the volume of fluid method [25] with an added diffusion term. The validated
OpenFOAM solver twoLiquidMixingFoam [26–28] for two incompressible fluids is used and the 3D model
is defined as:

∂α1

∂t
+∇ · (vα1) = ∇ · (Dt∇α1) (4)

where α1 is the cell fraction of one fluid or phase. The cell phase fraction is connected to the RANS model
via density as:

α1 = 1− α2 (5)

ρ = α1ρ1 + α2ρ2 = α1ρ1 + (1− α1)ρ2 (6)

where ρ1 is the density of the fluid which corresponds to the phase fraction α1, while ρ2 is the density that
corresponds to the second fluid with phase fraction α2. The computed density ρ in Equation (6) should
not be considered to be a real density of fluid but a density of the mixture of phases that occupy a cell
in the finite volume framework. RANS model uses density ρ in the momentum conservation equation.
The phase α1 is equal to 1 and represented tap water while distilled water phase α2 is defined as 0.
Any value between 1 and 0 describes a mixture and it can be also interpreted as a percentage of how much
of which fluid is present in a cell. Equation (4) can be interpreted as an advection-diffusion equation for
the phase α1. Being transient, this approach is more computationally expensive than the passive scalar
model (Section 2.3.1).

Boundary conditions in the multiphase model are the same as for the passive scalar model except
for the phase α variable which is defined as 1 for inlet pipe 1 and 0 for inlet pipe 2 (Figure 1).
Boundary conditions for the multiphase model are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Boundary conditions summary for the multiphase model.

Variable Inlets Outlets Pipe Wall

v v v v
p ∂p/∂n = 0 p ∂p/∂n = 0
α α ∂α/∂n = 0 ∂α/∂n = 0
k k ∂k/∂n = 0 f (τwall)
ε ε ∂ε/∂n = 0 f (τwall)

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Experimental Results

To validate the experimental results, S configuration results are first compared with results from
previous cross junction mixing studies [8,9] showing that the obtained results are in line with referenced
authors and logically bounded between the complete (upper boundary of mixing where concentrations
at outlet pipes are the same) and bulk (lower boundary of mixing where instabilities and diffusion of fluid
interfaces are ignored) mixing line [11], as shown in Figure 3. For clarity reasons, Figures 3 and 4 show
the results for double-Tee junction distances 5.6D, 10D and 15D only while all the other results for longer
distances are presented separately in Section 3.1.1. Both referenced studies conducted an investigation of
mixing in a cross junction which can be considered to be S configuration where the distance between two
Tee junctions is zero. In Figure 3 the relationship between the inlet flow ratio and normalized conductivity
of tracer at pipe 3 outlet is presented. Inlet flow ratio is defined as:

R f =
Q1

Q2
(7)

where Q1 is the flow of tap water in pipe 1 and Q2 is the flow of distilled water in pipe 2. The branch
outlet to main inlet pipe conductivity ratio at pipe 4 outlet is calculated as:

Rc =
c4

c1
(8)

where c4 is measured conductivity of mixture at pipe 4 outlet and c1 measured conductivity of tap water
at inlet of pipe 1.

Even though the results are still in the area between bulk mixing and complete mixing line it can be
observed in Figure 3 that as the distance between double-Tee junctions increases a level of mixing increases
as well. Figure 3 shows the relationship of cross junction to double-Tee junction mixing results. Higher
degree of mixing in double-Tee junction is expected since there is enough pipe length for two inlet streams
to properly mix with a greater influence of turbulent diffusion, unlike in the cross junction case where
distance between junctions does not exist and the streams are merely touching, which makes the mixing
behavior move toward the bulk mixing line as seen in the data from previous studies. It can also be
observed in Figure 3 that it is possible to determine the EPANET-BAM mixing parameter s (used in cmixture
= cbulk + s(ccomplete − cbulk) [11]) for double Tee mixing modeling by observing the experimental results
e.g., for inlet flow ratio R f equal to 1 and a Tee distance of 10D, a recommended value of mixing parameter
s reads 0.88. Same as for results from previous research [8,9], it can be observed that for different inlet flow
ratios R f , the recommended mixing parameter s changes, i.e., with increase in flow ratio, the value of s
increases. While the relationship between distance and the degree of mixing is obvious, complete mixing
is still not achieved with the junction distance of 15D.
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10 1 100 101

Rf

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

R c

Bulk mixing (s = 0)

Complete mixing (s = 1)

s = 0.5
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s = 0.94

5.6D

10D
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McKenna - cross junction

Romero-Gomez - cross junction

Figure 3. Experimental results for the S configuration—relationship between branch outlet to main inlet
pipe conductivity ratio Rc and inlet flow ratio R f compared with previous studies [8,9] of cross junction
mixing results. Dashed lines represent the value of mixing parameter s used in EPANET-BAM [12].

To further investigate mixing behavior both S and U configuration are compared with the experimental
results from a previous study [16] where investigation of distance of Tee junctions was considered for 2.5D,
5D and 10D. The focus is on the area around the complete mixing line seen in Figure 3. The normalized
main pipe inlet flow is defined as:

R f∗ =
Q1

Q2 + Q1
(9)

and branch inlet conductivity is normalized as:

Rc∗ =
c4 − c2

c1 − c2
(10)

where c2 is the electrical conductivity of distilled water at inlet of pipe 2. Relation between the normalized
branch inlet conductivity ratio Rc∗ at pipe 4 outlet and normalized main pipe inlet flow R f∗ for both S
and U configuration is presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. S and U configuration experimental results—normalized branch inlet conductivity ratio Rc∗
to normalized main pipe inlet flow R f∗ compared with the previous study [16] and shown in relation to
the complete mixing line: (a) Configuration S, (b) Configuration U.

It can be seen that for both configurations experimental results fall into the same region as in
the previous study [16]. Configuration S results are above the complete mixing line while for the U
configuration results fall below the line. In the S configuration case the tap water flow at the inlet of the main
pipe 1 is dominant since the values are above the complete mixing line but for the U configuration, the clean
flow of distilled water from the inlet of pipe 2 makes the greater impact since the values of the normalized
concentration are in the lower region. It can be seen in both experiments that the assumption of complete
mixing for Tee-junction distance of 10D is not valid (for most inlet flow ratios). Further investigations of
complete mixing are conducted and results shown in the next chapter.

3.1.1. Complete Mixing

Influence of the double-Tee junction distance on complete mixing is analyzed for identical flow rates
in all inlet and outlet branches and distances of 20D, 25D, 30D, 70D, 120D, 130D and 150D. In order to
better visualize the behavior of mixing near the complete mixing line, the outlet conductivity ratio is
defined as:

Rccomplete =
c3

c4
(11)

where c3 is the measured conductivity on the pipe 3 outlet. It can be seen in Figure 5 how outlet conductivity
ratio values are moving toward the complete mixing line for both pipe configurations but from the opposite
sides and are mirrored in terms of the double-Tee distances’ sequence.
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Figure 5. Influence of Tee junctions distance on complete mixing—the relationship between inlet flow ratio
R f and outlet conductivity ratio Rccomplete : (a) Configuration S (b) Configuration U.

The double-Tee distance at which the complete mixing occurs in 99% and 98% magnitude for the S
and U configurations respectively is 70D, while the complete mixing is achieved slightly before the 120D
distance. A graph of complete mixing convergence can be seen in Figure 6. Measured mixture conductivity
values at pipe outlets for both configurations, all inlet flow ratios and Tee distances can be found in
supplementary material.

15D 20D 25D 30D 70D 120D 130D 150D

Double-Tee distance

0.85

0.90

0.95

1.00

1.05

R c
co

m
pl

et
e

S configuration

U configuration

Figure 6. Relation between the outlet conductivity ratio Rccomplete and Tee-junction distance.

3.2. CFD Results

The CFD analysis is done on both pipe configurations for all inlet flow ratios for distances of 5.6D, 10D,
and 15D and compared with experimental results. Additionally, a comparison is also done on the distance
of 25D but only for the inlet flow ratio of 1:1 since that is the only experimental result available for that
distance. Normalization is done the same way as in Equation (8) and the results for the S configuration
can be seen in Figure 7 while the results for the U configuration are presented in Figure 8. Both passive
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scalar and multiphase model show a good agreement with the experimental results which proves that
CFD is a necessary tool in mixing phenomena modeling. The essential part of the correct modeling is
to properly calibrate the turbulent Schmidt number presented in Equation (1) and both models show
a major dependence on it. Through the calibration procedure, it is proved that the same value of Schmidt
number, 0.5, can be used for all geometries and flow ratios to obtain good results. This value is different
from values found in previous studies, as discussed in Section 2.3, which shows that specific problems,
in this case mixing, have a specific Schmidt number which needs to be experimentally calibrated. Since in
all cases both models exhibit equal result quality, it can be concluded that using a multiphase model for
this particular problem of mixing in two double-Tee junctions is not necessary since it is computationally
more expensive than the passive scalar model. A visualization of CFD mixing simulation results of tracer
streamlines for both configurations can be seen in Figure 9 and numerical study results can be found in
supplementary material.

Computation is done using the supercomputer resources at the Center for Advanced Computing
and Modeling of the University of Rijeka. Transient multiphase model took about 2 s of simulation time
(on average) to converge to a steady-state solution which is an hour and a half (on average) of computation
time on supercomputer Intel E7 fat node with 128 threads while the steady-state passive scalar model
converged (on average) in 10 min on the same hardware (after 3000 iterations).
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Figure 7. S pipe configuration—comparison of experimental results with passive scalar and multiphase
model results for different Tee-junction distances: (a) 5.6D, (b) 10D, (c) 15D, (d) 25D.
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Figure 8. U pipe configuration - comparison of experimental results with passive scalar and multiphase
model results for different Tee-junction distances: (a) 5.6D, (b) 10D, (c) 15D, (d) 25D.
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(c) (d)
Figure 9. CFD tracer streamlines visualization for identical inlet flow ratio: (a) Configuration S, 5.6D,
(b) Configuration S, 10D, (c) Configuration U, 5.6D, (d) Configuration U, 10D.
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4. Conclusions

This paper brings new experimental data to the pipe mixing analysis investigation. The mixing
behavior in two different double Tee-junction configurations (S and U) was investigated both
experimentally and numerically. Experimental results were compared to experimental data available in
previous studies which confirmed that the assumption of complete mixing in cross junctions is not valid
and causes inaccuracy in pipe network pollution propagation modeling. Also, due to the fact that distance
of 10D between the Tee junctions is usually taken as a distance after which complete mixing occurs,
experimental investigations were conducted for greater distances between Tee junctions and complete
mixing was observed for distances slightly before the 120D.

Numerical simulations comparing two different numerical approaches are validated by experimental
work in this paper. Numerical analysis was conducted using passive scalar and multiphase models in
OpenFOAM. It was shown that both models are greatly dependent on the turbulent Schmidt number
through the turbulent diffusion parameter (as seen in Equation (1)). Both models, passive scalar
and multiphase model exhibited excellent fitting with the experiment. Comparison of two numerical
approaches showed that steady-state passive scalar model was absolutely sufficient for this type of mixing
phenomenon analysis because it brought similar results with only the fraction of computational cost
compared to the transient multiphase model.

Numerical simulations provide greater insight into the nature of mixing and helps to define correction
parameters for complete mixing in engineering numerical software used for pipe network simulations.
In this sense, the importance of the Schmidt number is emphasized. Calibration of the numerical model
was performed using the Schmidt number showing the significance of this number in mixing phenomenon
numerical simulations control. The Schmidt number value of 0.5 was obtained and experimentally
confirmed to be valid for the whole range of inlet flow ratios, Reynolds number values, pipe configurations,
and Tee-junction distances. This numerical model fitting effort should prove as a useful tool when
simulating other distances and other flow ratios, and it can be used to better represent incomplete mixing
behavior since, due to experiment cost, available data is usually limited.

In future work, in order to contribute to the pipe network pollution propagation problem which is
an environmental topic of the great importance for human health and for safety reasons, analysis of
double-Tee pipe junctions (as primary building blocks of any realistic pipe network system), its integration
in realistic pipe network via machine learning algorithms and simulation of different pollution propagation
scenarios should be conducted in order to usefully apply this scientific research and use it as an efficient
environmental analysis tool.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4441/11/6/1198/s1,
Table S1: Experimental results for S configuration, Table S2: Experimental results for U configuration, Table S3:
Experimental and numerical results for S configuration, Table S4: Experimental and numerical results for
U configuration, Figure S1: Mesh independence test.
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